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“Most sporting opportunities begin aged five or six. But kids
make decisions about the world long before then. Even as toddlers
they want to perceive and enact gendered roles. Unless we show even
very young girls that sport and being physical is for them, there is a danger
that they will always be dismissing it from the very earliest of ages.”
Anna Kessel, author of “Eat, Sweat, Play: How Sport Can Change Our Lives”
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A woman’s relationship with sport can be a
rocky road, full of twists, turns and triumphs.
Girls are often introduced to sport only when
they start school, which can often be too late.
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Women can face several physical and emotional
barriers to freely participating in sporting
activity – body image, menstruation, pregnancy
and motherhood, juggling family life and
careers to name but a few! In addition to this,
in recent decades, women have really had to
fight to compete in sporting events.

new liberation movement in women’s running.
Race officials physically tried to stop Switzer
competing in this marathon while her male
competitors formed a cocoon to try to block
officials from reaching her. Women were not
officially allowed to enter the Boston Marathon
until 1972.

History tells us that opportunities for women
to enter into competitive running was limited
and initially met with great resistance. In 1967
20-year-old Kathrine Switzer became the
first woman to run the Boston Marathon. She
entered using only her initials so her gender
was not clear until the day of the race. The
film and photo footage of this event sparked a

“Every woman and girl on this planet should
have the right to move their bodies freely
and playfully, free from inhibition, judgement,
oppression. In any way they want to. That’s the
key to our own liberation. And the sooner we
crack it, the happier – and the more equal – we
will all be.” Anna Kessel

From L to R: Jenn Bell, Kelli Roberts, Anna Lupton
and Sophie Likeman representing Cumbria
at the Inter-Counties Fell Championships
at Flower Scar in 2019)

Kathrine Switzer, the first woman to complete
the Boston Marathon
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Children under nine taking part in ‘The
Stoop’ junior fell race, December 2019
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